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Escape the TO DO Tyranny:  
Ten alternatives to a toxic To Do List. 
If you use a To Do List as your only - or primary - time management tool, 
then it can be toxic. If you are good at it, then you just keep adding stuff.  It 
grows and grows, and never gets done. If you are bad at it, then it never gets 
done. Good or bad at it: it never gets done. 

To Don't List 
If you have ever transferred the same item from one To Do List to another... 
for the fifth time. Or if you have kept the same To Do List in a drawer for 
months because of three things that you have constantly failed to do... Stop 
feeling guilty about those things and recognise they are not important enough 
to you. Transfer them to a new list: your To Don't List. Then cross them off 
your To Do List and file your new To Don't List in the small round filing 
cabinet on the floor be the door. 

Project Sheet 
Some things stay un-done on your To Do List not because they are 
unimportant, but because they are too big to get started. When you feel 
daunted, it feels safer not to try. For each of these, create a Project Sheet - a 
one pager with the title at the top, why it is important next, then what your 
goal is for the project. Next write the first single thing that needs to get done. 
Against this put a date. Now copy that To Do item into your diary. 

Project List 
If you have a list of aspirational projects that could each yield value, but none 
of which is the right thing to do now, keep a list of these. Your primary 
notebook is the best place. For mine, I use a notebook in One Note - my 
software tool of choice. Now I have just moved over to Mac (at long last, I 
hear Chris saying) I have transferred my One Note notebooks in to the cloud 
(One Drive) and access them from Outline. Why can't Microsoft make 
OneNote for Mac? I have paid for all of Office 365, but only get 4/7 of the 
goods. 

ToDay List 
This is the way you can control your agenda and get to the end of it at the end 
of the day: a list of what you will do today. Make your ToDay List either first 
thing or (my preference) last thing the day before, so it is ready for you when 
you start work. 
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Now List 
Feeling overwhelmed by too much to do? Tame your overwhelm by putting it 
on paper. A Now List is everything on your plate Now and it is the first step 
to Overcome Overwhelm.  

Tomorrow List 
After crossing off the To Don't Items from your Now List, look for anything 
that can wait for 24 hours or more. Put this on a Tomorrow List. Tomorrow, it 
will become your new ToDay List. 

Tiddler List 
Everything left on your Now List is either a substantial task or a little tiddler. 
A Tiddler List is a list of things that can each be done in 5 minutes or less. 
Work hard, work fast, and get through your Tiddler List. It creates a great 
sense of progress and helps to dispel your feelings of overwhelm.   

Outstanding List 
Have you ever ordered something and it didn't come? But you did not realise 
until four months later. Or did you ever ask someone to do something, and 
you forgot at the same time they did, so you failed to remind them and the job 
got missed? You need an Outstanding List - a simple list of things you are 
waiting for from someone else.   

Remember List 
For years, I collected tiny scraps of paper containing useful things I'd like to 
remember. Some of those things went into whatever notebook I had with me. 
Some got emailed to myself and got stuck at the bottom of my inbox. Now, I 
have one spiral bound reporter's notebook. Everything goes in there as a short 
note. No clever filing - just a list. Because you know and I know that most of 
these things will never be needed. But if one of them ever is; it's there, and I 
know I will be able to find it. 

To DO List 
And so let's end with the noble To DO List. It is a valuable time management 
asset - as long as it's not your only time management asset. Use it as a running 
list of everything you'd like to Do. Each day, review it for things that are 
ready to make it to your ToDay List.   


